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Free printable worksheets for conversions between measuring units: both metric and customary
systems. Worksheets are customizable and randomly generated. Inch Ruler Game:
Measurement learning games. Ruler Games Measurement Games Math. To link to this page,
copy the following code to your site: Metric Measurement. This page contains links to free math
worksheets for Metric Measurement problems. Click one of the buttons below to view a
worksheet and its.
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Second-grade skills. S.1 Read a thermometer; S.2 Measure using an inch ruler; S.3 Which
customary unit of length is appropriate? S.4 Customary units of length: word.
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Metric Measurement. This page contains links to free math worksheets for Metric Measurement
problems. Click one of the buttons below to view a worksheet and its. This Measurement
Worksheet is great for practicing reading a metric ruler. The measurement worksheet will
produce eight metric ruler problems per page. Choose the measurement that matches the length
of the red bar.
This worksheet is a great drill for reading a ruler! Your student will determine the lengths of the
green bars in customary units. Included are bars in half and . You may like our converting inches

and centimeters with rulers worksheets for. Converting length measurements between Metric and
U.S. Customary Units . Each worksheet has 10 bars to measure using supplied measurement
units. Create New Sheet. Select a. American Ruler 2md1 Share. Each worksheet has 10 .
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Second-grade skills. S.1 Read a thermometer; S.2 Measure using an inch ruler; S.3 Which
customary unit of length is appropriate? S.4 Customary units of length: word. Free math
worksheets for TEENren. This section contains wizards for making measurement worksheets for
third grade math.
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Second-grade skills. S.1 Read a thermometer; S.2 Measure using an inch ruler; S.3 Which
customary unit of length is appropriate? S.4 Customary units of length: word. Free printable
worksheets for conversions between measuring units: both metric and customary systems.
Worksheets are customizable and randomly generated. A ruler is use to measure units of length,
inches, feet and yards. A standard ruler is 12 inches or 1 foot long. 3 standard rulers measure 1
yard or 36 inches.
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Length-Worksheets. How to Read a. A ruler is use to measure units of length, inches, feet and
yards.. Each inch on a ruler has marking in between that are Worksheets · Reading a Decimal
Ruler Worksheets. Worksheets · Reading a Metric Ruler Worksheets. Decimal Equivalents of
Fractions for an Inch.
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A ruler is use to measure units of length, inches, feet and yards. A standard ruler is 12 inches or
1 foot long. 3 standard rulers measure 1 yard or 36 inches.
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Length worksheets contain reading ruler, drawing pointer; measuring objects with. Each
worksheet has 5 problems reading inch ruler and 5 problems drawing .
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Free, printable worksheets to help teach how to read a ruler. Math worksheet lesson. This basic
worksheet explains how a ruler works in customary units.
Convert Metric Volume and CentiLiters in this educational math matching game.
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